EXTRA
CREDIT
Moody Gardens Scavenger Hunt
#MGSharkQuest
June 26 - July 3

THE RULES|Use the clues to find the MG Shark Quest spot marked by a fin

and take a picture at that location. Then upload to Twitter, Facebook or Instagram
with the hashtag #MGSharkQuest or email communications@moodygardens.com
with the subject line MG Shark Quest. All submissions will be
entered into a drawing for giveaways and a grand prize.

THE CLUES|
#MGSharkQuest

Don’t worry, you’re
not in jail! This
actually protects
divers from curious
sharks lurking closely.

Stop by Arts & Crafts
and show us what
you create.

Have our SAVY student
volunteers teach you
some unique facts
about sharks!

This guy is a 4D fish in
a 3D world!

Take a seat in the
Caribbean and watch
our guys take a swim.

No seals were harmed
in the making of this
poster!

THE GRAND PRIZE|The

big winner will take home 4 tickets to all Moody Gardens
attractions, a BEHIND-THE-SCENES tour of the Caribbean Exhibit Wet Deck and an overnight
stay at the Moody Gardens Hotel!
TERMS & CONDITIONS: This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Facebook,
Inc. or Twitter, Inc. Any photos or videos that are inappropriate, offensive, spam or commercial in nature or copyrighted photos
that do not belong to the participant will be deleted by the page administrator. Must be 18 years or older to win.
By submitting photograph(s) and video(s) to Moody Gardens®, the participant hereby agrees that all photograph(s) and
video(s) submitted become property of Moody Gardens®. Moody Gardens® reserves the non-exclusive right to use any
photograph(s) and video(s) in publications or for promotional purposes. By submitting photos and videos, the participant also
acknowledges that any persons appearing in submitted photograph(s) and video(s) have given the participant and Moody
Gardens® consent for reproduction and promotional use. Participants must be 18 or older to enter. If participant is under 18
and wishes to participate, they may have a parent or guardian submit on their behalf. Only participants that have followed the
outlined rules and regulations will be considered.
moodygardens.org/sharkuweek
Moody Gardens
@moody_gardens
themoodygardens

